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CI2284  

Find out how to use Autodesk® 3ds Max® Design software with the Civil View plug-in to create better 
and safer road designs. See some real-world examples of how design visualization is implemented as 
part of the Building Information Modeling (BIM) process during the first preliminary design. Learn not 
only how to create nice pictures, but also to see the impact of minor design changes to get a safer road 
design, including alignment characteristics, placement and visibility of road signs, sunlight analysis, 
reflections on sound screens, and so forth. 

Learning Objectives 
At the end of this class, you will be able to: 

 Use the Civil View plug-in  

 Explain how to improve road design  

 Explain why visualization is possible in a very early design stage  

 Describe the workflow in Autodesk® Infrastructure Design Suite  

 

About the Speaker 

Jeroen is an experienced Road Design Specialist from the Netherlands. At Volker InfraDesign 

he uses his knowledge of a wide range of Autodesk products to streamline the process of BIM 

in large construction projects. Jeroen was one of the founders of the C3D User Group Benelux 

(www.c3dbenelux.eu), together with other power users. At present, Jeroen is head of design on 

the Highway A4 construction project in The Netherlands. 

email jtishauser@volkerinfradesign.nl 
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Introduction 
In this handout you will find a summary of how Civil View is used on the A4 project. The A4 

project is a 350 million euro construction project, currently in the last stage of preparation as 

construction begins early 2013. The project consists of a new tunnel, a submerged part and an 

interchange reconstruction. 

During the design phase from January 2012 up to October 2012 the project team had regular 

road safety and road design check sessions with the client, the Dutch ministry of transportation. 

During these meetings the road design has been analyzed with different tools.  

The project has been using BIM tools and a VDC setup in regards to the appliance of system 

engineering (Work breakdown structure). We use Autodesk® Navisworks® Manage in our 

process to put together all the project data and reporting clashes and linking to external 

databases for requirements (system engineering database) and external design documents 

(SharePoint). This is covered in class CI2283 - BIM Workflow on the Highway A4 Construction 

Project. 

We used Autodesk® 3ds Max® Design to effectively analyze the road design from a driver’s 

perspective. In this handout, you will see what functions we used. 
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Working with max scenes 
For this project we have been working with 

different disciplines and each of those 

having multiple constructions that are 

important to our road and driveway analysis. 

Each disciplines creates their own data and 

this needs to converted and/or imported into 

Autodesk® 3ds Max® Design. See 

importing for details. For each discipline and 

each viaduct for instance I have created 

different max scenes. This way it’s quite 

easy to unload and reload different options 

and versions of the various constructions. So I end up with a folder (or Vault) with a number of 

scenes. Each scene file name consists of the abbreviation of the discipline and the version. 

Reference scenes is done within the Max menu, References, Xref Scene 

Setup coordinates 

Within Autodesk® 3ds Max® Design it is recommended that you 

create a scene and import the data as close to the origin as 

possible. Meaning that coordinates needs to be converted. Civil 

View takes care of this when you import data within a new scene 

and the coordinates are not a local grid. For each project I 

typically set up a project template ([project 

name]_basic_shift.max) that already has some sort of shift in 

place. This way all the coordinates are shifted with the same 

(and easy to remember!) distance.  

When exporting this scene to Autodesk® Navisworks® for 

example you can apply this coordinate shift to Autodesk® 

Navisworks® when importing and the coordinates will match 

again to their original location. 
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Create your own signs 
You can add your own signs to the civil view library. This way you can place the correct signs 

within your project. Whether you are getting these from a client or co-worker or have to create 

them yourself, the import is the same. You have to create jpg or png files from each sign. In this 

case I have acquired a dwg file with all the signs and correct text style.  

Creating the image from a dwg 

To create the image you simple print using a dwg to png printer. Add a page size that 

correspondence to the size of the sign. So if your sign is 6x2 meters, create a page size of 6000 

x 2000 pixels. Save image in C:\ProgramData\Autodesk\Civil View\2013\[Country Kit 

name]\Matlibs\Signmaps. 

Creating a reference to the image 

The library of Civil View will look at an ini-file to list all the signs. You will have to setup this ini 

file manually. Create a copy of an existing ini file and change 

the following entries; 

 The width and height of the sign 

 The sign name under Diffuse should be the same name as 
your image. 

 You can set the defaults for this sign. The default number 
of posts, the ground clearance and the sign style = type. 
The sign type is a regular traffic sign (1), a signal (having 
multiple options within one image) (3) or markings (2). 

 Notice the group. For each project I create a different 
group. This way your signs are automatically categorized in 
these groups 

Save the ini file in C:\ProgramData\Autodesk\Civil View\2013\[Country Kit name]\Objlibs\Signs. 

In the image below you can see the different options within the resource kit manager. 

Highlighted are the sign parameters (width and height). 
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Import data 
There are a number of options to get road design data 

into Autodesk® 3ds Max® Design. Data might come 

from AutoCAD® Civil 3D®, Autodesk® Revit®, regular 

DWG files or for instance Bentley MX. Each software 

has different import settings. All the import options 

from within the Civil View Menu use the scene settings 

Global Import Shift. So the advantage of importing 

data through this menu is that you do not need to 

place your objects manually at the correct coordinates. 

Furthermore, these imports are added to the Imported 

Object Manager. So if one of the imported object 

change, it is marked as out of date and can be 

refreshed through this Imported Object Manager.  

AutoCAD® Civil 3D® 

Getting AutoCAD® Civil 3D® data into Autodesk® 3ds Max® Design is different from other file 

imports as it requires to create an export in vsp3d format from within AutoCAD® Civil 3D®. So 

you have to create a separate file to import your corridors, surfaces, etc into Autodesk® 3ds 

Max® Design. 

MX 

Model file or GENIO file can both be used. I prefer a GENIO file because you might not have 

access to the whole of the MX database. A GENIO file is an ASCII based file that is exported 

from MX. 

DXF 

Although I prefer importing using a dwg you can import a dxf using 

the geometry import to automatically place the imported data on 

the correct location. 

Autodesk® Revit® Structure 

Revit data can be imported using a Revit link to link directly to the 

.rvt or .fbx file. The A4 project was setup in 2012 and therefore I 

have been using a Solid export from Revit and not linking to the 

original rvt file. In most cases I have access to an exported dwg 

file and not to the original rvt file.  

Other object data 

Trees and surrounding buildings have been imported as well in 

this project. Trees were imported using AutoCAD® Civil 3D® point 

groups. And the surrounding buildings are imported from a solid dwg file created from a shape 

file in AutoCAD® Civil 3D®. 
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Starting from simple 3d polylines 
A swept object can be used to quickly 

create a bridge deck to analyze your road 

design and sight distances of your project 

quickly without the need for a Revit 

structure or viaduct. 

In the next screen capture I have imported 

the carriageway edges of both sides of the 

viaduct. These are used to attach a swept 

object to. Watch the Creating bridge as 

Swept Object movie to see the step by step 

walkthrough; 

Launch the Swept Object Style Editor and open or create your bridge. An example is provided 

as part of the installation. I have attached my object in the class materials. (VID_dek.sos) 

Create a multi-spline parent shape (big middle button in the panel) and select both of the 

carriageway edges. Make sure you select the ‘use independent stations’ if you want the deck to 

extent to the length of the carriageway edge lines. You can now modify the viaduct on the 

properties panel. 
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Adding the drivers eye 
When you have imported an alignment or polyline you can apply a camera to it. You can do this 

automatically upon importing the alignment for instance or attach a camera after the import. To 

automatically attach a camera you need to match the name of the featureline (AutoCAD® Civil 

3D®) or stringname (Bentley MX) in a Feature Interpretation Style (.FIS file) 

Before you begin, setup one or multiple camera’s in your Civil View Resource Kit. These files 

are OPS files. I have one for each design speed. Setup the correct horizontal offset and vertical 

offset representing the driver’s position in regards to the alignment. 

In the image below, you see the eye height of 1.1m above the alignment (road) and an offset 

that will set the driver at the left side of the car in a 3.5m lane width. 
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Once you have setup the OPS files you can attach them manually in the Civil View explorer, 

Civil view objects, alignments (or shapes, depending on your import), select the alignment from 

the object list. Right click it, and select Apply Object Placement Style. 

If you want to automatically apply this OPS file, open up the Feature Interpretation Style Editor 

 

Create (or edit) a style and apply the newly created camera to an imported Model, Site, Corridor 

or Featureline. When you import data you should make sure you check the box Use Feature 

Interpretation in the import panel 

 

Changing the camera 

If you select the camera, you can change the horizontal offset and vertical offset at all times or 

even look more into the advance camera animation by applying a change lane animation. You 

can do this by clicking the A and then the E next to the Horizontal Offset.  

Now go look through your camera and press play to see your design come to life. 
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Sight Distance 
You can set the camera target distance as a property of each camera. This helps you to position 

the camera at the correct distance from an object. We have used this for an architectural check 

of a viaduct at a fixed distance. The architectural requirements stated that from a driver’s 

perspective the ground wall on top of the Ecoduct needs to be visually recognized as such from 

200m distance. 
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We have used this function most with the placement of a car (rear lights check, stopping sight, 

etc) at this distance. Place the car the same way as you would place a camera. Give both the 

camera and the car the same speed and you are done. 

 

Especially when other objects are in place (tunnel segments, viaducts, gantries, noise barriers) 

this can be very helpful to analyze your alignment in conjunction with these sight limitation 

objects. 
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Sign placement 
Once you have created your own signs it easy to add them the scene. Remember to create a 

separate scene for this… 

The signs that reside on gantries are added as an object to the same reference object as the 

gantry itself. This way once the design of the gantry changes (location), both the gantry and the 

sign changes. (A design change can be updated via the imported object manager) 

You might want to add the road itself as a reference to place the sign at the correct offset. 
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Sight checker tool 
This tool is very effective in checking the sight distance graphically. It will overlay the rendered 

image with a crosshair and calculate the distance from the pixels. In the A4 project it has proven 

to be a usefull addition to the sight calculations done elsewhere. 

You can select an object that is then tracked after each render of a frame. This object needs to 

reside in de current scene as it needs to be selectable. In this case a sign is selected.  

 

In the next image not the whole sign is checked, but especially the top text as it was expected 

that the first line of text might not be visable and thus readable when approching from the side 

of the viaduct. The alignment was gradually going up and from a truck drivers perspective 

(+2.5m above the road) calculations showed that this might be an issue. 

To check the top text, a simple box was created overlapping this text. This box has then been 

selected in the Civil View Sight Checker Tool. 

In the next image you can see the input parameters (eye and target elevation, camera (eye) 

chainage) and the output calculations on top (current distance and achieved distance) 

 In the render setup (mental ray) you need to select a 16 bit per channel Frame buffer type. 
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Exporten 
For this project each scene is exported as a NWC file for use in Autodesk® Navisworks®. Each 

object within the scene has a name that correspondent to the Primavera planning if it needs to 

be scheduled. For inside and external checks we have occasionally exported to Autodesk 

Design Review (DWFx) format, although this resulted in large files.  

Animation 

Your are more flexible when you render to frames instead of an animation directly. Each frame 

represents a distance along the camera path. The camera path is setup in such a way that each 

frame equals 1m. So when all frames are rendered, these can be exported to an animation with 

different tools. Speed can then be easily changed by rendering the movie with a different frame 

rate matching the desired speed. 

Sun analyses 

Autodesk® 3ds Max® Design lets you add a Sun animation to your scene. We used this to 

check for reflections on the noise screens that might, or were expected to, arise when exiting 

the southern tunnel exit.  

Webviewing 

For this project we did some testing with WebGL possibilities and from within Autodesk® 3ds 

Max® Design, there are tools available that let you create an export from the current scene. 

Give it a try. 

 

Or not… 
For the road analysis sessions we have setup a separate project with the different camera’s and 

reference in place in one scene. We talked the client through the design directly from within 

Autodesk® 3ds Max® Design. This saved render time, because the client always wanted to see 

a slightly different angle, overview, distance, speed, etc. Navigating directly through the 

Autodesk® 3ds Max® Design scene using either realistic or shaded views did work for us. 
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